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Abstract. We describe a few-body calculation of ^^H as well as j^jfl and ^ H e taking account 
fully coupled-channel two-baryon potentials acting among the octet of baryons. The wave function 
includes not only pnnAA and ppnnS'^ components but also pnnAlP, ppnKL^, pnnlPlP and 
ppnlPl.^. An effective YY potential based on Nijmegen model D is used. We find that the pnnAlP 
and ppnKL^ components play an important role in producing the ^^H bound state. The present 
result requires the introduction of a new coupled-channel three-body-force, NKA — NNS, if the 
intermediate pnnAlP and ppnKL^ states are eliminated from the model space. 
Keywords: three-body-force, few-body problem, strangeness, hypernuclei 
PACS: 21.80.+a,21.45.+v, 21.10.Dr, 13.75.Ev 
INTRODUCTION 
Doubly-strange, light hypernuclear systems are important to study in order to understand 
the baryon-baryon interactions, including the hyperon-hyperon (YY) potential as well 
as the hyperon-nucleon (YN) potential. In the study of strangeness .S" = — 1 5-shell 
hypernuclei, it has been demonstrated that the AÂ —"LN coupled-channel potential plays 
a significant role in explaining the anomalously small binding of ^He[l]. The "coherent 
A — E coupling"[l] may also be important in doubly strange hypernuclei. 
A AA two-body system couples to the 7VH and YL states in free space. For the doubly 
strange (S = —2) hypernucleus, ^^^H, the core nucleus + AA system couples to the 
core nucleus+ AI, component. This is an extension of the coherent A — E coupling to the 
doubly strange hypernucleus, and it implies that AN — E7V coupling should also play an 
important role in the binding mechanism of the doubly strange hypernuclei. Therefore, 
precise calculations of the light AA hypernuclei should be made in a fully coupled 
channel formulation taking account of explicit E degrees of freedom. The purpose of 
this study is to describe a few-body calculation of the 5-shell hypernuclei with S = —2 
by taking account of the explicit E degrees of freedom in a framework of a fully coupled-
channel formulation. 
INTERACTIONS AND METHOD 
We assume that the wave function of a system with S = —2, comprising A{= 4 — 6) 
octet baryons, has four isospin-basis components. For example, the ^^H has four isospin 
components as pnnhh, NNNNNE, NNNNAI. and NNNNIl.. We abbreviate these 
components as AA, NE, AE and 1,1,, referring to the last two baryons. The Hamiltonian 
CPlOl 1, New Facet of Three Nucleon Force—50 Years of Fujita Miyazawa Three Nucleon 
Force (FM50), The International Symposium, edited by H. Sakai, K. Sekiguchi, and B. F. Gibson 
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is the sum of all possible two-body transition potentials connecting the 
B.Bj andi?ji?2 components: 
N 
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i=l 
^AA-EE = "^AA-EE' ^ H - E E = % H - E E ' ^AE-EE ' 
(3) 
N 
Z j % A - A f E + ^AE-EE- (4) 
! = 1 
In the present calculations, we use the Minnesota potential[2] for the ÂÂ  interaction 
and the D2' potential for the YN interaction. The Minnesota potential reproduces reason-
ably well both the binding energies and sizes of few-nucleon systems. The D2' potential 
is a modified potential based upon the original D2 potential[l]. The strength of the long-
range part (Vf, in Table I of Ref. [1]) of the D2' potential in the AN-AN ^S^ channel 
is reduced by multiplying by a factor (0.954) in order to reproduce the experimental 
5^(^He) value. 
For the YY interaction, we use a full-coupled channel potential among the octet 
baryons in both the spin triplet and the spin singlet channels. We assume that the 
YY potential consists of only the central component, and the effect due to the non-
central force (e.g., tensor force) should be effectively included in the central part. The 
parameters are selected to reproduce the low-energy S matrix of the Nijmegen hard-core 
model D (ND)[3]. We take the hard-core radius to be TC = 0.56(0.45) fm in the spin 
singlet (triplet) channel. Each number is the same as the hard-core radius of the YN 
sector in each channel. We denote as ND^ the potential simulating the ND model. 
The binding energy is calculated in a complete ^-body treatment. Since all of the 
exotic components (AA, A^, AE and 1,1,) are taken into account, the variational trial 
function must be flexible enough to accurately search the eigenenergies. The trial func-
tion is given by a combination of basis functions: 
k=l 
with <Pk = -^{G{^'^k)XkJM%IM)- (5) 
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Here ,«/ is an antisymmetrizer acting on the identical particles. For the spin x^ ^^d the 
isospin 77̂  functions, all possible configurations are taken into account. The abbreviation 
X = (xj, • • •, x^_ J) is a set of relative coordinates. For the spatial part, the basis function 
is constructed by the correlated Gaussian (CG), G(x;^^), which is given by 
G(x;^^) = exp | - - £ % / r . - Vjf I = exp | - - ^ ^fa-/.' -^jV (6) 
The stochastic variational method[4, 5] with the above CG basis produces accurate 
solutions. The reader is referred to Refs.[5, 6, 7] for details. 
RESULTS 
Table 1 lists the 5^^ values for the S = —2 hypemuclei. We have obtained the bound-
state solutions for ^ H , ^ H and ^ H e . For ^^He, the AA interaction energy (Ai?^^) is 
given by 
Hf '^(AiHe)=i?£^l '=)UiHe)-2i?f^ l '=)( iHe) = 1.59MeV, (7) 
which is slightly larger than the experimental value, [8] 
Afi(^^P)(AiHe) = 1.01 ±0.20;°:J^MeV. 
We have also calculated these systems using a modified ND^ (mND^) YY potential; The 
strength of the AA diagonal part of the mND^ potential is reduced by multiplying the 
original ND^ by a factor of 0.8 in order to reproduce the experimental A8^^(^He). 
Hereafter we use the mND^ potential rather than the ND^. Table 2 shows the prob-
abilities for the TVS, AE and EE components of the S = —2 hypernuclei. We should 
emphasize that the probability of the KE component, Pjq^{,j^^), has a surprisingly large 
value (4.56%) in spite of the fact that the AA —TVS coupling of the ND is rather weak 
as will be seen later. This is in remarkable contrast with other calculations based on 
(?+A+A) and (a + S^) two-channel model[9,10]. We obtained a sizable value for the 
-̂ AÊ AA )̂ probability. The AE component couples to the AA component via the v̂ ŷ  ŷ̂ . 
potential, as can be seen in Eq. (3), whereas the v^^^jq^^^Y. potential in the ^8^^,1=0 
channel does not directly connect the AE component and the AA component. P^^'Si are 
TABLE 1. AA separation energies, given in units of 
MeV, for the A = A — 6, S= —2 s-shell hypemuclei. 
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TABLE 2. Probabilities, given in percent, for the NE, AS and IX components 























very small for both systems, due to a large mass difference between the AA and 1,1, 
channels (m-^-^ — nij^ = 155 MeV). 
Although the present calculation assumes no simplified structures, such as {t + A + 
A) and (a + S^), this kind of model is useful to provide a clear explanation of the 
complicated fuU coupling dynamics of the ^ = 5,.S' = —2 hypernucleus. Let us consider 
a set of simple core nucleus + Y{+Y) model wave functions for the ^^H: 
I A A H ) = ¥tX ' /^A X l/^AA-P 
H). = lAE^Vi- ¥t X [W, AEOJi-Aj, 
| | H ) = l//a X 1//^- X l//2-_o 
/2 
x '^EO-r Vh X iV, AZ-iS.- VA^-
( for^^ = Oorl) , 
(8) 
(9) 
where yfc (c = t,h,a) is the wave function (WF) of the core nucleus, ^YY (^^ = 
AA, S^, AE) is the WF of the hyperon(s), and ^JY-C î  ̂ ^̂  ^ ^ ^̂ ^̂  describes the relative 
motion between YY and c. We assume that all of the baryons occupy the same (O5) orbit. 
For the ^ H state, we have two independent states for the WF i//^^, that the spin of two 
hyperons (Sj^ is either a singlet or a triplet. Since the YL component plays a minor 
role, we omit the J ; |H state. Using these WFs, we can obtain the algebraic factors for 





8 "̂ iVA-AE ' 
8 ^Nh-Nl, 
VNE-KL 
2 ' J V H - A S 
8 ^Nh-m, 
i l l * 
8 ^Nh-m, 
(for^AE = 0)' 





The V AA-M . potential is suppressed by a factor of \/\/2 for the ̂  = 5 hypernucleus. The 
^Nh-m, '̂̂ 'l ^NE-AL potentials, particularly in the spin triplet channel, play significant 
roles instead. Namely, these equations imply that the AE component strongly couples 
both to the AA and to the A^ components, and the AE component plays a crucial role in 
the hypernucleus. 
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The normalized energy expectation values of the Hamiltonian (1) for ^^H are (given 







/ -9.12 -1.82 -14.52 \ 
-1.82 5.01 -10.39 
V -14.52 -10.39 92.41 / 
(13) 
Here, we display only the 3 x 3 components of the Hamiltonian (1), comprising AA, A^, 
and AE, since the contributions from the 1,1, component are not large. These numbers 
reflect the nature of the YY potential model (ND). The ND model has a weak AA-A^S 
coupling and a weakly attractive NE-NE potential. 
If we solve the eigenvalue problem, det(/i — A/) = 0, we obtain the ground state 
energy, i? = — 11.82 MeV, and the probability, P^^ = 3.99%. On the other hand, if we 
ignore the third row and the third column, the eigenenergy of only the first 2 x 2 subspace 
becomes i? = —9.35 MeV, and the probability, P^^ = 1.57%. This clearly means that the 
couplings between the (AA, NE) and AE components play crucial roles to make ^ H 
bound. The large coupling potentials, (JAA-AI;) ^^^ ( ^ H - A E ) ' ^̂ ^̂  enhance the P^f^ 
probability. 
COUPLED-CHANNEL THREE-BARYON-FORCE 
A coupled-channel Schrodinger equation for three component is written as 
Here the subscript {A,B,C) reads (AA,7VH,AE). The third component yields 
yfc={s- he)"' u^cV^ + (e - hc)'^ Uj^cV^. 
Substituting the (15) into (14), we obtain the effective 2 x 2 Schrodinger equation 
VB 
where 
hx = ^x + ^xci^-K 
> - i 
''AB "AB ^Aci^-K 
*XC^ 
^BC-
{X = A,B) 
Therefore, the effective three-baryon-force is given by 
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FIGURE 1. Schematic description of coupled-channel three-body-force AAN — ENN (left), derived 
from the intermediate AS component (right). 
Figure 1 shows a diagram of the AAÂ  — SAW three-body-force due to the intermediate 
AE7V excitation. In the present case, we can deduce the energy expectation value of the 
coupled-channel three-baryon-force AAN— ENN by eliminating the AI, component, 
w AA-iVB -1.4 MeV. (20) 
This has almost the same magnitude as the energy expectation value of the original 
potential (=—1.8 MeV). The net attractive energy due to the AA — NE coupling •^AA-M 
•NE thus becomes approximately three times larger than the original two-body AA • 
potential. 
The present study is a first attempt to explore the new three-body-force arising in 
AA hypernuclei. This kind of coupled-channel three-baryon-force should be taken into 
account for the study of E hypernuclei since it affects the net AA — NE coupling and the 
decay width of the hypernucleus. 
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